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Elasticity of Twist-Bend Nematic
Phases
Epifanio G. Virga
Abstract The ground state of twist-bend nematic liquid crystals is a helicon-
ical molecular arrangement in which the nematic director precesses uniformly
about an axis, making a fixed angle with it. Both precession senses are al-
lowed in the ground state of these phases. When one of the two helicities is
prescribed, a single helical nematic phase emerges. A quadratic elastic the-
ory is proposed here for each of these phases which features the same elastic
constants as the classical theory of the nematic phase, requiring all of them
to be positive. To describe the helix axis, it introduces an extra director field
which becomes redundant for ordinary nematics. Putting together helical
nematics with opposite helicities, we reconstruct a twist-bend nematic, for
which the quadratic elastic energies of the two helical variants are combined
in a non-convex energy.
Key words: Twist-bend nematic phases; Helical nematic phases; Freeder-
icks transition; Double-well elastic energies.
1 Introduction
A new liquid crystal equilibrium phase was recently discovered [6, 9, 5, 8].
Any such discovery is per se a rare event, but this was even more striking as
in some specific materials an achiral phase which had long been known was
shown to conceal a chiral mutant, attainable upon cooling through a weakly
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first-order transition. This is known as the twist-bend nematic (Ntb) phase.
1
Molecular bend seems to be necessary for such a phase to be displayed, but
it is not sufficient, as most bent-core molecules fail to exhibit it [17]. In the
molecular architecture capable of inducing the Ntb phase, dimers with rigid
cores are connected by sufficiently flexible linkers.2 The molecular effective
curvature, while inducing no microscopic twist, allegedly favors a chiral col-
lective arrangement in which bow-shaped molecules uniformly precess along
an ideal cylindrical helix.
Figure 1 sketches the picture envisaged here. A single bow-shaped molecule
m
p
(a)
m
t
p
(b)
Fig. 1 (a) Molecular achiral model with two symmetry axes, one polar, p, and one apolar,
m. (b) One variant of the helical nematic phase with helix axis t. In the other variant, not
shown here, the helix winds downwards, in the direction opposite to t.
exhibits two symmetry axes, represented by the unit vectors p and m, polar
1 The name twist-bend was introduced by Dozov [10] together with splay-bend to indicate
the two alternative nematic distortions which, unlike pure bend and pure splay, can fill the
three-dimensional space, as previously observed by Meyer [24].
2 Very recently, experimental evidence has also been provided for Ntb phases arising from
rigid bent-core molecules [8].
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the former and apolar the latter.3 The local symmetry point-group is C2v,
but, as explained by Lorman and Mettout [18, 19], by combining the symme-
tries broken in the helical arrangement in Fig. 1(b), namely, the continuous
translations along the helix axis and the continuous rotations around that
axis, a symmetry is recovered which involves any given translation along the
helix axis, provided it is accompanied by an appropriately tuned rotation.
This forbids any smectic modulation in the mass density, rendering the he-
lical phase purely nematic. While the nematic director n is defined as the
ensemble average n := 〈m〉, no polar order survives in a helical phase, as
〈p〉 = 0.4 Fig. 1(b) shows only one of the chiral variants that symmetry al-
lows in a Ntb phase; the other winds in the direction opposite to t. In both
cases, n makes a fixed cone angle ϑ with t. For definiteness, we shall call each
chiral variant a helical nematic phase. In a different language, each helical
nematic phase is precisely the C-phase predicted by Lorman and Mettout
[18, 19], which breaks spontaneously the molecular chiral symmetry, produc-
ing two equivalent macroscopic variants with opposite chiralities (see Fig. 1).
This paper is intended to study separately each helical nematic variant hosted
in a Ntb phase. How opposite variants may be brought in contact within a
purely elastic theory will be the subject of a forthcoming paper [36].
Though, in retrospect, a number of experimental studies had already an-
ticipated Ntb phases (see, for example, [31, 16, 30], to cite just a few), a
clear identification of the new phase was achieved in [6] by a combination of
methods (see also [15, 7, 28, 29, 4]), and an impressive direct evidence for it
has been provided in [9, 5, 8] (see also [34]), with accurate measurements of
both the helix pitch (≈ 10 nm) and cone angle (≈ 20◦). Theoretically, Ntb
phases had already been predicted by Meyer [24] and Dozov [10], from two
different perspectives, the former inspired by the symmetry of polar electro-
static interactions (a line of thought recently further pursued in [32]) and the
latter starting from purely elastic (and steric) considerations. A helical molec-
ular arrangement was also seen in the molecular simulations of Memmer [20],
who considered bent-core Gay-Berne molecules with no polar electrostatic
interactions, though featuring an effective shape polarity.
Dozov’s Ntb theory requires a negative bend elastic constant, which is
compatible with the boundedness (from below) of the total energy only if ap-
propriate quartic corrections are introduced in the energy density. However,
a large number of these terms are allowed by symmetry [10], and the theory
may realistically be applied only by choosing just a few of them and neglect-
ing all the others [21]. Moreover, recent experiments [1] have reported an
increase in the (positive) bend constant measured in the nematic phase near
the transition to the Ntb phase. In an attempt to justify the negative elastic
bend constant required by Dozov’s theory, a recent study has replaced it with
3 Despite a visual illusion caused by the curved arc, in Fig. 1(a) the lengths of p and m
are just the same.
4 For this reason, no macroscopic analogue of p will be introduced in the theory, and the
phase will be treated as macroscopically apolar.
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an effective bend constant resulting from the coupling with the polarization
characteristic of flexo-elasticity [32]. As a consequence, however, the twist-
bend modulated phase envisaged in [32] is locally ferroelectric, whereas, as
explained by the symmetry argument of Lorman and Mettout [19, 18], each
helical nematic phase is expected to be apolar.
The theories in [10] and [32] are not in contradiction with one another,
the only difference being that the latter justifies a negative bend elastic con-
stant as commanded by the very bend-polarization coupling that gives rise
to a modulated polar phase. There is still a conceptual difference between
these theories: the former is purely elastic but quartic, whereas the latter
is quadratic but flexo-electric. Being highly localized, the ferroelectricity en-
visaged in [32] does not produce any average macroscopic polarization, and
so it would be compatible with the current experimental observations which
have not found so far any trace of macroscopic ferroelectricity. This, how-
ever, leaves the question unanswered as to whether an intrinsically quadratic,
purely elastic theory could also explain Ntb phases. In this work, we propose
such a theory; it will feature the same elastic constants as Frank’s classical
theory [13], with a positive bend constant and an extra director field. This
theory reduces to Frank’s for ordinary nematics, for which the extra director
becomes redundant.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we shall formally intro-
duce a helical nematic phase, defined as each Ntb variant with a prescribed
helicity in its ground state.5 A quadratic elastic free energy will be con-
sidered for each helical nematic variant, under the (temporary) assumption
that they can be thought of as separate manifestations of one and the same
Ntb phase. For a given sign of the helicity, negative for definiteness, we shall
apply the proposed elastic theory to two classical instabilities, namely, the
helix unwinding first encountered in chiral nematics (in Section 3), and the
Freedericks transition that has long made it possible to measure the elastic
constants of ordinary nematics (in Section 4). Both these applications will
acquire some new nuances within the present theory. In Section 5, we first
derive the quadratic elastic energy density for a helical nematic phase with
positive helicity. The helical nematic variants with both helicities are then
combined together in a Ntb phase; the corresponding elastic energy density
need to attain one and the same minimum in two separate wells. There are
several ways to construct such an energy, which by necessity will not be con-
vex ; we shall build upon the quadratic elastic energy for a single helical phase
arrived at in Section 2. In the two ways that we consider in detail, the elastic
energy density for a Ntb phase features only four elastic constants. Finally,
in Section 6, we collect the conclusions reached in this work and comment on
some possible avenues for future research.
5 See (1) for a precise definition.
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2 Helical nematic phases
A Ntb differs from classical nematics in its ground state, the state relative to
which the elastic cost of all distortions is to be accounted for. The ground
state of a classical nematic is the uniform alignment (in an arbitrary direction)
of the nematic director n. The Ntb ground state is a heliconical twist, in
which n performs a uniform precession, making everywhere the angle ϑ with
a helix axis, t, arbitrarily oriented in space. Such a ground state should
reflect the intrinsically less distorted molecular arrangement that results from
minimizing the interaction energy of the achiral, bent molecules that comprise
the medium.
By symmetry, there are indeed two such states, distinguished by the sense
of precession (either clockwise or anticlockwise around t). In general, bor-
rowing a definition from Fluid Dynamics (see, for example, [25]), we call the
pseudoscalar
η := n · curln, (1)
the helicity of the director field n. We shall see now that it is precisely the
sign of η that differentiates the two variants of the ground state of a Ntb.
Letting t coincide with the unit vector ez of a Cartesian frame (x, y, z),
the fields n±0 representing the ground states can be written in the form
n±0 =sinϑ cos(±qz + ϕ0) ex
+sinϑ sin(±qz + ϕ0) ey + cosϑ ez,
(2)
where ϕ0 is an arbitrary phase angle, q is a prescribed wave parameter, taken
to be non-negative, as characteristic of the condensed phase as the cone angle
ϑ (see Fig. 2). The pitch p corresponding to q is given by6
p :=
2pi
q
.
On every two planes orthogonal to ez and p apart, each field n
±
0 in (2) delivers
one and the same nematic director. A simple computation shows that
η± := n±0 · curln±0 = ∓q sin2 ϑ. (3)
We shall call helical nematic each of the two phases for which either n+0 or
n−0 is the nematic field representing the ground state. Here, for definiteness,
we shall develop our theory as if only n+0 represented the ground state. By (3),
such a state has negative helicity. The corresponding case of positive helicity
will be studied in Section 5.1. Until then we shall drop the superscript + from
n+0 to avoid clatter.
6 No confusion should arise here between the pitch p of the Ntb phase and the polar vector
p mentioned in the Introduction. The former is macroscopic in nature, whereas the latter
is microscopic.
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x
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0
Fig. 2 The angles ϑ and ϕ = ±qz+ϕ0 that in (2) represent the fields n±0 are illustrated in
a Cartesian frame (x, y, z). Both ϑ and q are fixed parameters characteristic of the phase.
2.1 Negative helicity
It readily follows from (2) that7
∇n0 = q (ez × n0)⊗ ez . (4)
More generally, for n prescribed at a point in space, the tensor
T := q(t× n)⊗ t (5)
expresses the natural distortion8 that would be associated at that point with
the preferred helical configuration agreeing with the prescribed nematic di-
rector n and having t as helix axis. We imagine that in the absence of any
frustrating cause, given n at a point, the director field would attain in its
vicinity a spatial arrangement such that
∇n = T, (6)
where T is as in (5) and t is any unit vector such that
n · t = cosϑ. (7)
7 Here and below × and ⊗ denote the vector and tensor products of vectors. In particular,
for any two vectors, a and b, a ⊗ b is the second-rank tensor that acts as follows on a
generic vector v, (a ⊗ b)v := (b · v)a, where · denotes the inner product of vectors. An
alternative way of denoting the dyadic product a ⊗ b would be simply ab. In Cartesian
components, they are both represented as aibj .
8 A natural distortion is a distortion present in the ground state, when the latter fails to
be the uniform nematic field n for which ∇n ≡ 0.
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This would make (4) locally satisfied, even though n does not coincide with n0
in the large. Correspondingly, the elastic energy that would locally measure
the distortional cost should be measured relative to the whole class of natural
distortions, vanishing whenever any of the latter is attained. With this in
mind, we write the elastic energy density f−e in the form
9
f−e (t,n,∇n) =
1
2
(∇n−T) ·K(n)[∇n−T], (8)
where K(n) is the most general positive-definite, symmetric fourth-order ten-
sor invariant under rotations about n. Clearly, if for given n and ∇n, t can
be chosen in (8) so that (6) is satisfied, f−e vanishes, attaining its absolute
minimum. On the contrary, if there is no such t, then minimizing f−e in t
would identify the natural, undistorted state closest to the nematic distortion
represented by ∇n in the metric induced by K(n). For this reason, here both
n and t are to be considered as unknown fields linked by (7): at equilibrium,
the free-energy functional that we shall construct is to be minimized in both
these fields.
Combining the general representation formula forK(n) and the identities10
(∇n)Tn = 0, TTn = 0,
we can reduce K in (8) to the following equivalent form
Kijhk = k1δihδjk + k2δijδhk + k3δihnjnk + k4δikδjh, (9)
where k1, k2, k3, and k4 are elastic moduli (as in [35, p. 114]). By use of (9),
of (7), and
trT = 0, ∇n ·T = q(t× n) · (∇n)t,
we transform (8) into
f−e (t,n,∇n) =
1
2
{
K11(divn)
2 +K22(n · curln+ q|t× n|2)2
+K33|n× curln+ q(n · t) t × n|2
+K24[tr(∇n)2 − (divn)2]
}
−K24q t× n · (∇n)Tt,
(10)
where K11, K22, K33, and K24, which are analogous to the classical Frank’s
constants [13], are related to the moduli k1, k2, k3, and k4 through the equa-
tions
K11 = k1 + k2 + k4, K22 = k1, K33 = k1 + k3, K24 = k1 + k4.
9 The superscript − will remind us that the ground state of the helical nematic phase we
are considering here has a negative helicity η,
10 The superscript T means tensor transposition.
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For f−e in (10) to be positive definite, the elastic constants K11, K22, K33,
and K24 must obey the inequalities,
2K11 ≧ K24, 2K22 ≧ K24, K33 ≧ 0, K24 ≧ 0,
which coincide with the classical Ericksen’s inequalities for ordinary nematics
[12].
The total elastic energy F−e is represented by the functional
F
−
e [t,n] :=
∫
B
f−e (t,n,∇n)dV,
where both t and n are subject to the pointwise constraint (7) and either
of them is prescribed on the boundary ∂B of the region in space occupied
by the medium. It is worth recalling that both t and n are fields that need
to be determined so as to obey (7) and to minimize F−e . In this theory, the
helix axis of the preferred conical state and the nematic director of the actual
molecular organization equally participate in the energy minimization with
the objective of reducing the discrepancy between natural and actual nematic
distortions. Physically, t represents the optic axis of the medium, likely to
be the only optic observable when the pitch p ranges in the the nanometric
domain.
Such an abundance of state variables is a direct consequence of the degen-
eracy in the ground state admitted for helical nematics. The vacuum man-
ifold, as is often called the set of distortions that minimize f−e , is indeed a
three-dimensional orbit of congruent cones, identifiable with S2 × S1, where
S
2 is the unit sphere and S1 the unit circle in three space dimensions. By (5),
all natural distortions T are represented by t ∈ S2 and any n in the cone of
semi-amplitude ϑ around t. This shows, yet in another language, how rich in
states is the single well where f−e vanishes.
A number of remarks are suggested by formula (10). First, it reduces to
the elastic free-energy density of ordinary nematics, which features only n,
when either the wave parameter q or the cone angle ϑ vanish, thus indi-
cating two possible mechanisms to induce helicity in an ordinary nematic.
Second, for ϑ = pi2 , it delivers an alternative energy density for chiral ne-
matics, which is positive-definite for all K24 ≧ 0 (whereas, to ensure en-
ergy positive-definiteness, the classical theory requires that K24 = 0, see [35,
p. 127]). Finally, for arbitrary q > 0 and 0 < ϑ < pi2 , f
−
e in (10) is invariant
under the reversal of either t or n, showing that both fields enjoy the nematic
symmetry.
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3 Helix unwinding
In the presence of an external field, say an electric field E, the free-energy
density acquires an extra term, which we write as
fE(n) = −1
2
ε0εaE
2(n · e)2,
where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, εa is the (relative) dielectric anisotropy,
and we have set E = Ee, with E > 0 and e a unit vector. Accordingly, the
total free-energy functional F− is defined as
F
−[t,n] :=
∫
B
{f−e (t,n,∇n) + fE(n)}dV. (11)
To minimize F− when B is the whole space, we shall assume that t is
uniform and n is spatially periodic with period L and we shall compute
the average F− of F− over an infinite slab of thickness L orthogonal to t.
Letting t coincide with the unit vector ez of a given Cartesian frame (x, y, z),
we represent n in precisely the same form adopted in (2) for n0, but with
qz + ϕ0 replaced by a function ϕ = ϕ(z) such that
ϕ(0) = 0 and ϕ(L) = 2pi.
With no loss of generality, we may choose e in the (y, z) plane and represent
it as
e = cosψ ez + sinψ ey.
Computing F− on the ground state ϕ = 2piz/p (where L = p), one easily
sees that the average energy is smaller for ψ = pi2 than for ψ = 0, whenever
either
(a) εa < 0 and ϑ < ϑc := arctan
√
2
.
= 54.7◦, or
(b) εa > 0 and ϑ > ϑc,
which are the only cases we shall consider here. In case (a) (and for ψ = pi2 ),
F− reduces to
F−[L,ϕ] = K sin2 ϑ
{
1
2L
∫ L
0
[
ϕ′2 +
1
ξ2E
sin2 ϕ
]
dz − 2piq
L
}
,
where
K := K22 sin
2 ϑ+K33 cos
2 ϑ
is an effective twist-bend elastic constant and
ξE :=
1
E
√
K
ε0|εa| (12)
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is a field coherence length.
Minimizing F− in both L and ϕ is a problem formally akin to the classical
problem of unwinding the cholesteric helix [14, 22, 23]. The minimizing ϕ is
determined implicitly by
z
L
=
1
4
(
F(ϕ+ pi2 , k)
K(k)
− 1
)
,
where F and K are the elliptic and complete elliptic integrals of the first kind,
respectively, and k is the root in the interval [0, 1] of the equation
E(k)
k
= pi2
ξE
p
, (13)
where E is the complete elliptic integral of the second kind [27, p. 486]. Equa-
tion (13) has a (unique) root only for
ξE ≧ ξ
(c)
E :=
p
pi2
,
for which L is correspondingly delivered by
L = 4ξEkK(k).
Figure 3 shows the graph of L against ξE , which diverges as ξE approaches
ξ
(c)
E . As for ordinary chiral nematics, a field with coherence length ξ
(c)
E un-
winds completely the helix of a Ntb, but its actual strength now depends
on the elastic constants K22 and K33, and the cone angle ϑ. The measured
values of p range in the domain of tens of nanometers. Thus, the steepness
of the graph in Fig. 3 along with (12) suggest that in actual terms the field
should be very strong for any unwinding to be noticed.11
4 Freedericks transition
In ordinary nematics, the Freedericks transition is an instability that enables
one to measure the classical Frank’s elastic constants. For a Ntb, the setting
is complicated by the role played by the additional field t.
We consider a Ntb liquid crystal confined between two parallel plates,
placed in a Cartesian frame (x, y, z) at z = 0 and z = d, respectively. On
both plates, we subject n to a conical anchoring with respect to the plates’
normal ez at precisely the cone angle ϑ, so that, by the constraint (7), t
is there prescribed to coincide with ez. Within the infinite cell bounded by
11 A simple estimate based on (13) would show that a field strength larger than 100V/µm
is needed to unwind the Ntb helix even if we assume εa as large as 10 and K as small as
1 pN.
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Fig. 3 The graph of the spatial period L of the distorted helix under field (scaled to the
undistorted pitch p) against the field coherence length ξE in (12) (equally scaled to p).
The complete unwinding takes place for ξE/p = 1/pi
2 .= 0.101, where the graph diverges.
these plates we allow t to vary in the (y, z) plane, so that
t = cosψ ez + sinψ ey,
where ψ = ψ(z). Letting
t⊥ := sinψ ez − cosψ ey,
we represent the nematic director as
n = cosϑ t+ sinϑ cosϕ t⊥ + sinϑ sinϕex, (14)
where ϕ = ϕ(z) is the precession angle. The function ψ is subject to the
conditions
ψ(0) = ψ(d) = 0, (15)
while ϕ is free in the whole of [0, d]. The system is further subjected to an
external field, E = Eez. In the following analysis, we shall assume that either
of the aforementioned cases (a) or (b) occurs here.
Taking p/d ≪ 1 and treating ψ as a perturbation, of which we only re-
tain quadratic terms in the energy, when the precession angle represents the
undistorted helix, ϕ = 2piz/p, we obtain the average F− of the free-energy
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functional F− in (11) (per unit area of the plates) as
F−[ψ] =
1
2
K33
∫ d
0
{
Aψ′2 +Bq2ψ2
}
dz, (16)
where
A :=
1
2
[
sin2 ϑ(k11 + k22 cos
2 ϑ) + cos2 ϑ(1 + cos2 ϑ)
]
,
B :=
1
2
[
sin2 ϑ(k11 + k22 cos
2 ϑ+ sin2 ϑ)− 1
(ξEq)2
|2 cos2 ϑ− sin2 ϑ|
]
,
k11 :=
K11
K33
, k22 :=
K22
K33
, ξE :=
1
E
√
K33
ε0|εa| .
It is now easily seen that ψ ≡ 0 is a locally stable extremum of the functional
F− in (16) subject to (15) for ξE > ξ
(c)
E , whereas it is locally unstable for
ξE < ξ
(c)
E , where
ξ
(c)
E
p
:=
√
|2− t2|(1 + t2)
pi
√
4[(1 + k11)t2 + k11 + k22]t2 +
p2
d2
[k11t4 + (1 + k11 + k22)t2 + 2]
(17)
and t := tanϑ. Both this and the helix unwinding treated in Section 3 are
continuous transitions.
Since in this theory p/d is small, ξ
(c)
E is only weakly dependent on the
cell thickness d. It should be noted however that for ϑ = 0, (17) reduces to
ξ
(c)
E = d/pi, which reproduces the classical Freedericks threshold [35, p. 179].
In the special, hypothetical case of equal elastic constants (for which k11 =
k22 = 1), ξ
(c)
E acquires a simpler form, which retains the qualitative features
of (17):
ξ
(c)
E
p
=
√
|2− t2|
pi
√
8t2 + p
2
d2
t4+3t2+2
1+t2
. (18)
The graph of ξ
(c)
E as delivered by (18) is plotted in Fig. 4 for p/d = 0
and p/d = 1, the graphs for all intermediate values of p/d being sandwiched
between them. These graphs show that for ϑ sufficiently large, in particular
for ϑ > ϑc (and εa > 0), ξ
(c)
E is virtually independent of d, whereas it is not so
for ϑ small. Moreover, for moderate values of ϑ and d much larger than p, ξ
(c)
E
can easily be made equal to several times the pitch of the undistorted helix.
If, as contemplated by (17), the actual field required to ignite the Freedericks
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Fig. 4 The graphs of ξ
(c)
E
(scaled to the pitch p of the undistorted helix) against the cone
angle ϑ (expressed in degrees), as delivered by (18) under the assumption of equal elastic
constants, for p/d = 0 (solid line) and p/d = 1 (dotted line). For ϑ = 0, the former graph
diverges, while the latter reaches the value ξ
(c)
E
/p = 1/pi
.
= 0.318. For 0 < p/d < 1, the
graphs of ξ
(c)
E
, none of which diverges, fill the region bounded by the graphs shown here.
transition is weakly dependent on the cell thickness d, the corresponding
critical potential Uc would scale almost linearly with d.
12
5 Double-well energy
A Ntb phase can be regarded as a mixture of two helical nematic phases
with opposite helicities. The ground states of these phases corresponding to
all admissible natural distortions are the members of two symmteric energy
12 In the experiments performed in [5], it was found that Uc ∝
√
d, but the boundary
conditions imposed there seem to differ from the conical boundary conditions considered
here. Moreover, in [5] the transition nucleated locally from the inside of the cell instead
of happening uniformly, as presumed here. This might suggest that in the real experiment
both helical variants present in a Ntb are participating in the transition. It would then
be advisable taking with a grain of salt any direct comparison of our theory for helical
nematics with experiments available for the whole Ntb phase.
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wells. In a way, this is reminiscent of the mixture of martensite twins in some
solid crystals, which are equi-energetic variants with symmetrically sheared
lattices (see, for example, [26, p. 129]). A thorough mathematical theory of
these solid phases is based on a non-convex energy functional in the elastic
deformation, featuring a multiplicity of energy wells [2, 3]. Below, adapting
these ideas to the new context envisaged here, in which the energy depends on
the local distortion of the molecular arrangement, and no deformation from
a reference configuration is involved, we show how to construct a double-well
elastic energy density fe for a Ntb phase starting from the energy densities
for helical nematic phases of opposite helicities. To this end we need first
supplement f−e in (10) with the appropriate energy density f
+
e for a helical
nematic phase of positive helicity.
5.1 Positive helicity
Prescribing the helicity of the ground state of a helical nematic phase to be
positive, instead of negative as above, would amount to replacing (8) by
f+e (t,n,∇n) =
1
2
(∇n+T) ·K(n)[∇n+T], (19)
still with T as in (5) and q > 0. Our development following (8) could be
repeated verbatim here and it would lead us to the same conclusion obtained
by subjecting (10) to the formal change of q into −q:
f+e (t,n,∇n) =
1
2
{
K11(divn)
2 +K22(n · curln− q|t× n|2)2
+K33|n× curln− q(n · t) t× n|2
+K24[tr(∇n)2 − (divn)2]
}
+K24q t× n · (∇n)Tt,
(20)
where q remains a positive parameter.
Clearly, the energy well of (19) and (20) is formally obtained from the
corresponding well of (8) and (10) by a sign inversion.
5.2 Ntb free energy density
Following [33], which studied systematically how to extend the non-convex
energy first proposed by Ericksen [11] for a one-dimensional elastic bar, we
consider two possible choices for the elastic energy density fe of a Ntb phase:
fe(t,n,∇n) = min{f+e (t,n,∇n), f−e (t,n,∇n)}, (21a)
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fe(t,n,∇n) = 1
f0
f+e (t,n,∇n)f−e (t,n,∇n), (21b)
where
f0 :=
1
2
sin2 ϑ(K22 sin
2 ϑ+K33 cos
2 ϑ)
is a normalization constant chosen so as to ensure that fe(t,n,0) = f
±
e (t,n,0).
While fe in (21a) is quadratic around each well, it fails to be smooth for
∇n = 0. On the other hand, fe in (21b) is everywhere smooth, but it is
quartic. The differences between these energy densities are illustrated picto-
rially in Fig. 5.
0
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-2.0 -1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
ϕ′/q
f e
/f
0
Fig. 5 One-dimensional pictures for fe in (21a) (solid line) and (21b) (dashed line). Here
ϕ = ϕ(z) would represent the precession angle in a molecular arrangement such as that
described by (14) and ϕ′ is its spatial derivative. Each minimum is representative for a
three-dimensional well described by (5) and its mirror image (with q replaced by −q).
We shall not explore other possible forms fe. We only heed that both (21a)
and (21b) inherit the simple structure of the elastic energy density of a helical
nematic phase, which features only four positive elastic constants, as in the
classical Frank’s theory of ordinary nematics. General considerations on how
to match ground states extracted from two different wells of fe (at zero energy
cost) are independent of the peculiar form assumed for this function, as they
are only consequences of the structure of each well. A study of the geometric
compatibility conditions that arise in this case will be presented elsewhere
[36].
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6 Conclusion
The elastic energy density proposed in (10) and (20) to describe the equi-
librium distortions of each helical variant of a Ntb phase featured just the
classical four elastic constants and introduced the helix axis t in addition to
the nematic director n. The instabilities studied above illustrated two second-
order transitions that differ also qualitatively from their classical analogues.
Only experiments may decide at this stage whether a quadratic elastic the-
ory based on either (21a) or (21b) above13 is better suited to describe the
novel Ntb phases than the quartic theory proposed in [10]. The instabilities
described in this paper for each Ntb variant just provide a theoretical means
to set the quadratic theory to the test.
Two director fields, namely, n and t, were deemed necessary here to de-
scribe the local distortion of a Ntb phase. This poses the question as to which
defects both fields may exhibit and how they are interwoven, in view of the
constraint (7). An extra field also requires extra boundary conditions. The
question is how to set general boundary conditions for both fields to grant
existence to the energy minimizers.
Finally, no hydrodynamic considerations have entered our study, but the
question should be asked as to whether the relaxation in time of t represents
a further source of dissipation.
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